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Parallels: Journey into Contemporary Making
17 September – 18 September 2015 | Admission fees apply | Tickets on sale 1 July

In September, Melbourne will host some of the world's
leading thinkers and practitioners in contemporary
craft and design. This two-day event will see more
than 10 international and 20 Australian speakers
explore the future of contemporary craft and design –
sharing their stories, presenting new mindsets and
considering opportunities to further evolve the
complementary worlds of craft and design.
Created In partnership with the National Craft
Initiative, the National Gallery of Victoria will host
stellar international speakers including Simone Farresin
& Andrea Trimarchi of Formafantasma (Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; Gijs Bakker (Amsterdam, The
Netherlands); Wava Carpenter of L’ArcoBaleno and
Design Miami (USA); Trevyn & Julian McGowan of
Southern Guild (South Africa); Brodie Neill of Made in
Radio (London, England); Cyril Zammit of Design Days
Dubai (UAE); Antonio Aricò (Milan); Mavis Ganambarr
of Elcho Island Arts (Elcho Island, NT); Simon Hasan of
Craft & Industry (London, England); Shun Horoki of the
East Japan Project (Tokyo, Japan).
Informative, inspirational, and provocative, visitors will be able to hear the latest ideas and thinking across broad
terrains – from the hand made to the industrial, from studio practice, curation, technology, and retail strategy, to
online markets, international exhibiting, limited editions, collectors and more.
Delivered as part of the National Craft Initiative (NCI) program, and curated by the new Department of Contemporary
Design and Architecture at the NGV, Parallels offers an optimistic platform for Australian designers and craft
practitioners to engage with international practitioners, buyers, and facilitators.
This is an event created for anyone interested in understanding the new cultural and commercial landscape for
contemporary making, or those interested in interpreting how local/global forces are reshaping the parallel (and
convergent) worlds of craft and design.
Full list of speakers, allied events program and tickets available on: ngv.vic.gov.au
Media contact:
Sharon Wells | 0419 508 619 | Info@baccstudio.com
Sally Giam | 03 8620 2345 | 0475 978 278 | sally.giam@ngv.vic.gov.au
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Day 1 – MARKET
Thursday 17 September
Clemenger Auditorium, NGV International
New production, presentation and curatorial models and growing collector and commercial markets (both geographic
and demographic) are redefining the traditional commercial landscapes for craft and design.
Through the stories of our international and local guests, Parallels sets off on a broad scan of the new craft and design
landscape – visiting niche brands and innovative workshops, digital platforms and international design events geared
around limited editions and collectables.
Speakers will explore and communicate the accessibility, scale and dynamism of the international market for
collectable craft and design through the lenses of making, exhibiting, collecting, and selling.
At the same time they will consider how accelerating global connectivity and shifting retail fortunes are powering
consumer demand for hand made items and bespoke brands – artefacts that combine innovative design and
materials with heritage and the handmade.
Day 2 – MAKING
Friday 18 September
Deakin Edge Auditorium, Federation Square
The convergent worlds of craft and design are diverse and ever changing. Parallels asks a group of internationally
respected craft and design practitioners to reflect on their practice – revealing inspirational journeys of heritage,
technology, purpose and place.
These presentations each examine the ways that people differently embrace and apply skills, materials and ideas.
Stretching from ancient materials to emerging technologies – we ask each speaker to articulate the personal and
professional landscape within which they operate.
Through their unique individual trajectories we traverse broad terrain – from research, narrative, materials and
technology, to tradition, ceremony and culture.
As technology and globalisation redefine the ways in which we all consume and value objects, how does each
practitioner perceive and interpret change?
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SPEAKERS
Antonio Aricò
Young Milanese creative with a background in jewellery, product and furniture design. Aricó creates work with a strong focus on
collaboration and a deep connection to family, roots and culture.
Gijs Bakker
An eminent figure in contemporary design, Gijs Bakker’s career encompasses jewellery, home accessories and household appliances,
furniture, interiors, public spaces and exhibitions. Bakker co-founded design collective Droog Design in 1993 and in 1996 co-founded Chi
ha paura…?, a platform established for the promotion of contemporary jewellery.
Wava Carpenter
Editor in Chief of L’ArcoBaleno, a rapidly growing online resource for exploring, discovering and collecting international design. In
addition to curating Design Miami for many years, Carpenter has supported design culture through teaching, writing and exhibition
curation.
Formafantasma
Amsterdam based design duo with a research-based practice named by MOMA’s Paola Antonelli as one of a few that would shape the
future of design.
Jon Goulder
Internationally acclaimed furniture designer and craftsperson with work held in both private and commercial collections worldwide. In his
current role as Creative Director of Furniture at the Jam Factory, Jon works toward developing financially sustainable working models for
craft and design practitioners in Australia.
Simon Hasan
Working in a territory between craft and industrial design, Simon Hasan combines historical research with hands on material
experimentation. He has worked with international design galleries, developed his own self-branded retail range, and
obtained commissions with brands such as Fendi and Kvadrat.
Shun Horiki
Tokyo-based architect and coordinator of The East Japan Project, an initiative started in in 2011 to reestablish traditional craft practices in
East Japan following the Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami.
Khai Liew
Revered South Australian furniture designer, with work previously exhibited at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, Design Museum,
London and the Triennale di Milano. Drawing on his cultural heritage and his experience and knowledge as a specialist conservator, Liew
designs and produces furniture informed by the old and the new, the regional and the international.
Southern Guild The sole gallery representing South African limited-edition design, Southern Guild was founded in 2008 by Trevyn and
Julian McGowan. Established as a forum for South African designers to challenge and support each other, Southern Guild invite a
selection of the very best local makers, designers, artists, architects and upcoming talents to produce and premier original pieces for their
annual collections.
Sasha Titchkosky the co-founder and director of Koskela, a Sydney based furniture and product design company and retail store.
Believing that great design can be used to effect social change, Koskela collaborates with Yolngu weavers from Elcho Island Arts with an
aim to aims to provide Indigenous weavers with an additional stream of income from their work and develop new and compelling
contemporary design products.
Cyril Zammit
Director of Design Days Dubai, the leading fair in the Middle East and South Asia dedicated to collectible and limited edition furniture and
design objects.
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